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THE SEA TURTLE LIFE CYCLE
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THE SEA TURTLE ‘LOST YEARS’
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THE KERATIN CONNECTION
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FIRST SATELLITE TRACKS—LOGGERHEADS 
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HYPOTHESES—YES!
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HYPOTHESES—YES!
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Mean daily charge: 4.1± 0.1 v SD
Range: 3.7 – 4.2 v 
(functional tag charge: 3.2 v)
(optimal tag charge: 4.0 v)
HYPOTHESES—YES…AND NO…
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NEW HYPOTHESES—TEMPERATURE 
+ 4-6º C
SARGASSO SEA!
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Sargassum biomass
LOGGERHEAD CRITICAL HABITAT
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GULF OF MEXICO
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TURTLES VS. DRIFTERS
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GLOBAL COLLABORATIONS
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UCF & THE SEA TURTLE LIFE/CAREER CYCLE
 35+ years reproductive biology
 35+ years coastal juvenile ecology
 Oceanic juvenile research
 Research, education, advisory service
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COASTAL CLUSTER HIRES AT UCF (2015)
• Ecological modeler (Biology)
• Environmental policy (Political Science/Biology)*
• Coastal water resources engineer/ecologist (Biology/Chemistry)
• Environmental/ecological economist (Economics)*
• Coastal planner (Public Administration)
* = Associate/Full Professor other lines are Assistant/Associate
THANK YOU!
: @UCFturtlelab   l www.biology.cos.ucf.edu/marineturtleresearchgroup
: facebook.com/ucfmtrg
 Inwater Research Group
 NOAA Fisheries, SEFSC
 Florida Wildlife Commission
 National Academies
 NOAA Supplemental Oil Spill Plan
 Florida RESTORE Act Center for 
Excellence Program 
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